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Abstract
Progress in applied research for sustainable machine tools and forming technologies bases upon industrial and environmental
requirements for resource efficiency. Relevant technical trends base upon impact studies and applied research projects on the
lifecycle resource consumption for manufacturing processes and systems. This paper gives an overview about a unified meth-
odological approach of the evaluation of resource efficiency of machine tools. It answers the scientific question on sustainability:
which technological parameters and machine tool characteristics lead to their lowest resource consumption/losses and part
manufacturing costs. Therefore, the method allows to consider them as an energy-informationmodel, in which the transformation
of any forms and types of energy, material, and information takes place. It is shown that innovative hollow shaft forming
technologies become sustainable alternatives to cutting technologies. A smart factory uses digitalization, manufacturing data
management, and self-learning methods for resource efficiency. Sustainable production requires robust and error-free machining
processes. Therefore, a collision prevention system protects machining centers and work pieces from collisions in real time will
be presented. The gathered information about the product and its properties as well as manufacturing data builds a digital twin and
enables a prediction of the resource consumption in smart factories.
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1 Introduction

Physical resource usage is limited by their availability, sus-
tainability, and environmental regulations, as well as cost con-
straints . Manufactur ing processes t rend towards
decarbonization, renewable energies, and a circular economy.

A paradigm change is required from “maximum profit real-
ized by minimum funds” to “maximum added value from
minimum resources,” combining manufacturing technologies
with higher energy efficiency and less environmental footprint
[1, 2] proposes an integrated approach for the evaluation of
machine tools consisting of methodological proposals for the
measurement of energy consumption, modeling of energy
flows, and simulative analysis of the energy-saving potentials
as well as an energy-oriented life cycle costing concept. [3, 4]
introduce a resource consumption classification based on rel-
evant physical relations and efficiency match between the real
and target values. [5] states resource efficiency class (energy,
material, information) and OEE class (performance, availabil-
ity, quality, manufacturing costs) as key performance indica-
tors for sustainable machine tools. Integrated methodology for
synthesis, design, dimensioning, test and evaluation of
manufacturing systems, processes, and environment becomes
digital measureable and comparable. [6] presents the energetic
limit for the attainability of associated cutting processes, de-
scribing the allowable speed of materials processing by the
machine tools. Today’s process velocities are far away from
theoretical values for crack propagation velocities. Not only
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the process speed is limiting the interaction between the tool
and the work piece, but also the energy, the process tempera-
ture, the dynamic stability, the tool lifetime, and the machine
tool stiffness.

Trends towards individual products lead to single part
manufacturing, but serial production technologies have a
higher sustainability potential. Progress in applied research
for sustainable machine tools and forming technologies bases
on resource efficiency and digitalization, referenced in this
paper to impact studies and applied research projects.

2 Sustainable machine tools

2.1 Methodological approach

Machine tools fulfil technological requirements of
manufacturing processes for part shaping, material cohesion,
andmechanical property change. Machine tool users apply the
key performance indicator “overall equipment effectiveness
(OEE),” which integrates efficiency values for productivity,
availability, and quality, targeting minimal part manufacturing
costs [4] in order to optimize the process chain. Sustainable
machine tools have a high resource consumption class defined
by performance, availability, quality, and life cycle costs.
Therefore, a scientific question on sustainability arises: which
technological parameters andmachine tool characteristics lead
to their lowest resource consumption/losses and part
manufacturing costs? [5]

A unified methodological approach to the evaluation of
resource efficiency Ere of machine tools allows consider-
ing them as an energy-information model, in which the
transformation of any forms and types of energy, material,
and information takes place. Figure 1 shows an input re-
source consumption (energy, material, information) by
sustainable machine tools for manufacturing technologies.
Machine tools and manufacturing technologies deliver
material goods. Digitalization is able to generate a value
added and to increase their OEE (performance, availabil-
ity, quality).

The concept of efficiency is considered a relative efficiency
and characterizes the degree of use of any resource. Therefore,
the ratio of volumes (energies, capacities, material,

information, time, etc.) at the output of Ej and at the input of
Ei is an assessment of the efficiency Ee [7].

Ere ¼ Ee
e � Em

e � Ei
e; ð1Þ

Consequently, a sustainable machine tool (see technical
system in Fig. 1) is relating to multicriteria for resource con-
sumption following (1) (Fig. 2):

& Energy efficiency Ee
e

& Material efficiency Em
e

& Information efficiency Ei
e

Energy consumption is the integral of power consumption
over time under process loads.

WC ¼ ∫ PC dt ð2Þ

The energy of the physical process is equal to the work of
the generalized force Fi at the generalized distance Li:

Ei ¼ Fi � Li ð3Þ

The product of a process force and velocity characterize the
power consumption in (4).

PC ¼ FC � vC ð4Þ

Machine tools require dynamic force and velocity re-
serves above the process loads. Drive vibrations near
natural frequencies cause contour deviations, resulting
in energy losses. Therefore, a VDI directive [8] pre-
scribes tests for step response and system oscillations
at natural frequencies higher than process frequencies
(escaping drive resonances). It defines the energy effi-
ciency ε as an integral energy characteristic of the se-
quence of motion. The energy efficiency ε is the ratio
of energy output to energy consumed during the cycle
time Tc.

ε ¼ ∫Tc

0 pL tð Þdt

∫Tc

0 pe tð Þdt
ð5Þ

Fig. 1 Sustainable machine tools
and technologies
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In this formula, Tc is the cycle time of a periodic motion, or
a duration of a sequence of motions, pe(t) is the electrical
power input (function of time), and pL(t) is the power output
of the process (function of time).

Lightweight machine structures have a lower mass for
higher accelerations, but may have a lower stiffness. Parallel
kinematics have a high structural stiffness thanks to closed
kinematic chains, requiring direct drives and encoders for a
precision motion.

Material efficiency Em
e is characterized by the ratio of

output to the input material consumption. Productivity is
the rate of material change in shape, mechanical proper-
ties, and surface quality in time. The target for material
efficiency is defined by minimum material losses (chips)
and highest productivity. On the other hand, motor spin-
dles for high-speed cutting and high-productive cutting
cause higher power losses and higher temperatures, de-
creasing their energy efficiency.

Information efficiency Ei
e is the ratio of the output to input

amount of information. The total amount of information con-
sists of information about the product and its properties Iw,
physical process If, and process control Ic. Servo drives, sen-
sors, and control systems realize automatic functions support-
ed by processors, memory, and information interfaces. A high
manufacturing accuracy of goods requires an acquisition and
comparison of properties to standardized values. Increasing
accuracy requirements become comparable to dynamic and
elastic deviations in the equipment stiffness under process
loads [6].

A multicriteria optimization for resource efficiency
will analyze the product of the energy, material, and
information efficiency. Electric energy consumption is
dominating the resource efficiency during the lifetime
of machine tools, while material consumption is domi-
nating in the manufacturing processes. Digitalization will
deliver a value added and information efficiency, when
targeting zero waste manufacturing. To show how this
can be realized, the next chapter describes a collision
avoidance method, which uses information given by the
NC control of a machine tool to prevent collisions

resulting in less waste and reduced downtimes which
supports the goal of sustainability.

2.2 Sustainability through collision avoidance

Incorrect NC programs, e.g., during the commissioning
phase, and operating errors can lead to unwanted collisions
in the workspace of the machine tool resulting in high
repair costs (up to 20,000 € [9]). However, major damages
can be much more expensive. There are several sensor-
based solutions to overcome this problem, e.g., using cam-
eras [10] or integrated sensors to recognize overloads in the
spindle [9]. However, sensor-based solutions are often lim-
ited in several ways, e.g., camera approaches are problem-
atic when using cooling lubricants. Therefore, the TU
Chemnitz and the Fraunhofer IWU developed a sensorless
collision avoidance system based on a virtual model to
detect potential collision cases and to brake or even stop
the machine before a collision occurs.

The basic idea is to create a virtual 3D model of the ma-
chine tool, which moves like the real one and to use this model
to detect collisions in advance. The base architecture of the
system is shown in Fig. 3.

The detection software runs on an external industry PC
(IPC) to avoid additional time-consuming calculations on
the CNC. Therefore, it is linked with the bus system of the
machine to establish a connection with the CNC to get real-
time data like axis positions, feed rates, etc. The data is trans-
ferred in the interpolation cycle of the CNC to get a reasonable
real-time behavior of the system. The communication be-
tween CNC and IPC takes place bidirectional, because the
IPC delivers back the result of the collision check. In case of
a detected collision danger, the CNC decelerates the machine
tool to avoid damages. This is achieved by influencing the
override, which has the advantage to slow down the axes but
to retain the trajectory of the tool center point. To prevent
collisions, the system must detect them before they occur.
To achieve this, it is necessary to consider the braking distance
for all moving components of the machine tool in the virtual
model. The braking distances itself depend on the current feed
rate, acceleration, and jerk parameters. It must be considered
that components can have multiple movement directions de-
pending on the kinematic structure. Based on the braking dis-
tances, a braking volume can be defined, which will be passed
during the braking process. Determining this braking volume
is not trivial and takes high computational efforts. It is not
applicable to do it in real time in the IPO cycle.

Therefore, the developed system uses static hulls created
beforehand for several feed rate steps. This is exemplarily
illustrated in Fig. 4 by two hulls: an outer one (e.g., for max-
imum feed) and an inner hull (e.g., 20% of the maximum
feed). If the system detects a collision between hulls of the
same feed rate level (or between hull and static geometry), a

Fig. 2 Resource consumption model
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feed rate reduction to the next lower feed rate level is trig-
gered. If the innermost hulls are involved in a collision, the
machine will be stopped before a real collision occurs with.

The overall distance for a hull consists of a reaction way,
the braking way, and (if it is not the innermost hull) the ag-
gregated distances of all enclosed hulls. Additionally, a secu-
rity distance is applied. For example, the braking distances for
the hulls for a component with a maximum feed rate of 25 m/s
and an acceleration of 5 m/s2 are between 2 (innermost hull)
and 82 mm (outermost hull for maximum feed rate).

The static hull approach is a compromise between flexibil-
ity and performance. While collision checking of static
meshes can be done very fast with common techniques, the
hulls are calculated for fix parameter setups. Therefore, the
braking volume is greater than necessary in most cases. This
can lead to unintended process influence (unnecessary stops
or reduced production speed). Tests have shown that three hull
levels are a reasonable choice for common processes to reduce
this influence. It is also possible to gain more flexibility and to
further reduce unnecessary stops by integrating a condition
system [12]. Including further information like speeds and
clamping signals allows to distinguish situations and to

choose between smaller specialized hulls. This increases the
amount of hulls, but the smaller volumes reduce the process
influence significantly.

The presented collision avoidance system influences sev-
eral attributes of the production. It has an effect on the avail-
ability of the machines. Fewer collisions mean fewer down-
times for repairing and therefore the overall availability in-
creases. The benefit for a specific machine tool cannot be
stated in a general manner. The impact highly depends on
the intended use. While in mass production the effect is small,
it has a greater impact for the production of small and very
small series and on individual production. Collision avoidance
also generates an added value because fewer repairs mean
fewer repairing costs. It can also increase the lifespan of ma-
chine components where damages are too high for repairing
and a replacement would be necessary. Beneath the availabil-
ity and the added value, the productivity can also be influ-
enced in two ways. Braking or even stopping machines in-
creases production time, which results in decreased productiv-
ity. However, if the collision avoidance system is only used
during the initial setup of new NC programs, it can save time
because the machine setters can act faster with the protection

CNC
Collision avoidance 

system

Measuring 

system

Bus system

Machine Tool IPCFig. 3 Base architecture of
collision avoidance system
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1. no hull collision detected

(full speed allowed)

2. outer hull collision 

detected (speed reduction)

3. inner hull collision 

detected (stop order)

4. machine part stopped

v

Fig. 4 Principle of hull collision
detection [11]
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of the system. For example, the setup time of 8 h for a complex
process can be halved for an assumed average speed advan-
tage of 50% with the activated collision prevention system.
Therefore, in this fictional case, 4 h working time can be
saved. Prevented collisions avoid downtimes for repairing
which also has a positive effect in the productivity and there-
fore, on the overall equipment effectiveness (OEE). In addi-
tion, material necessary for repairing or substituting damaged
machine parts will be saved.

3 Sustainable forming technologies

Sustainable technologies have a high resource efficiency, de-
fined by high energy, material and information efficiency as
well as low environmental footprint. Generally, forming tech-
nologies have a higher material efficiency in contrast to mill-
ing processes.

Innovative hollow shaft forming technologies become sus-
tainable alternatives to cutting technologies (spin extrusion,
axial forming, and hydroforming).

A smart forming process chain for hollow shaft forming
will integrate the following machine tools for incremental
forming into an advanced manufacturing cell (Fig. 5):

1. Cross-wedge rolling machine tool RBQ
2. Spin extrusion machine tool BDM2000
3. Rotary swaging machine tool HA 101-1
4. Gear forming-axial forming machine tool Aximus
5. Gear rolling machine tool ROLLEX
6. Flexible clamping and handling devices

The development of the illustrated hollow gear with a final
mass of 2.3 kg leads to 40% material savings.

Smart forming process reduces material consumption by
more than 64%, energy by more than 68%, and causes 78%
less scrap. This lightweight design shows further potential for
customers to optimize the powertrain components in its envi-
ronment and to reduce material input for another 10%.

4 Smart factory and virtual twin

Information efficiency expresses the ratio of output and input
information. The total amount of information consists of in-
formation about the product and its properties, physical pro-
cess, and process control.

4.1 Smart factory

The structural changes in industrial manufacturing have become
increasingly important for businesses as well as for industrial
associations and stakeholders from politics and society. In future
production systems, the highest priority will still be minimum
processing times and minimum stocks as well as maximum
timeliness. The achievement of these objectives is decisively
influenced by the selection of the correct control strategies.
Additional goals, such as resource efficiency and carbon neutral
production, further increase the complexity of the factory.

A smart factory uses digitalization, manufacturing data
management, and self-learning methods for resource efficien-
cy. A methodology on digitalization for sustainable machine
tools and forming technologies investigates the potential of

Fig. 5 Machining and forming process chains
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digital engineering, sustainable technologies, and machine
tools. New approaches for data transfer inside a smart factory
are shown in Fig. 6.

The smart factory in the industry 4.0 production chain
uses data as a core component and resource. Derived from
transparent and flexible business models, the products with
specific characteristics and material properties bring their
data to the machines and processes of the smart factory.
The processes automatically adapt to these values and the
necessary process chains configure based on available ma-
chines, machine times, and necessary machining opera-
tions for the work piece as well as for the factory planning
and logistics. Everything is based on historical and live
data. The human is still an important guarantor for the
production of the future, on the one hand as an intelligent
problem solver in case when problems occur and on the
other hand as the final decision maker and observer.
However, data is the virtual fuel of the future production
and the digital twin becomes as important as the real prod-
uct and generates additional values for the customer and
for the manufacturer. Automatic quality inspection systems
use self-learning methods for pattern recognition and fea-
ture extraction for higher material efficiency.

Holistic concepts for linking manufacturing, information
technology, and business organization will enable value-
added creation from linked data and models towards smart

products and services. Digitalization and cause-effect relation-
ships do linkmanufacturing systems, processes, products with
resource savings, and cost efficiency.

4.2 Digital engineering

Digital engineering has a high information efficiency, defined
by added values derived from knowledge, software, and service.
The law of logics reflects deterministic finite-state automates,
but probabilistic calculations can predict events in the future
space and time. Information exchange rates are confronted with
transfer speed causing latency limits. Especially simulation is
extending real manufacturing systems and processes (in space,
time) by virtual properties and parameters, which are not acces-
sible by a human (imperfect sensing, safety measures, and pre-
diction probability). To underpin this statement, below two ex-
amples will be explained, where real-time simulations can create
advantageous effects in the daily production.

4.3 Virtual twin extending the digital twin

Even if the development of support systems like predictive
maintenance and condition monitoring helps to optimize pro-
cesses, reduce system failures, and make processes more fail-
safe, they only consider the process chain itself. The idea of a
digital twin (or digital shadow [13], or digital artefact [14]) is to

Fig. 6 Digitalization for industry 4.0
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consolidate all relevant data (product, process, or factory level).
Using this data, in combination with several specific data pro-
cessing and analysis methods, the digital twin is one additional
step optimize energy and resource efficiency. Already today,
the use of the digital twin shows advantages of an increased
networking of machines which helps to save energy, reduce
scrap, and create a more efficient process chain. Grieves and
Vickers [15] described the basic principles of the digital twin as
the combination of consistent data with real data management.
One use case of digital twins is predictive maintenance. In this
case, the twin is used to predict when a machine tool will fail or
when there will be a suitable maintenance window. Another
use case is the transfer of process information for highly inte-
grated process chains like the production of high-performance
components. Due to processes like selective laser melting, ther-
mal stresses occur in the work piece [16]. These stresses have a
negative effect on the material properties and can lead to cracks
in the surface during not adjusted post-processing. For this use
case, it is essential for the product quality to consider the pre-
vious process steps. If the twin “knows” where the tensions
most likely are, the following processes can react to it. The
reactions could be a more efficient path planning strategy for
milling. This means that the full potential of the planned pro-
cess chain can be exploited from batch size one onwards. This
ensures that less waste is produced.

To expand the potential of the digital twin, TU
Chemnitz developed and defined a special form of the dig-
ital twin—the “virtual twin.” The virtual twin enhances the
digital twin with time-based and location-dependent virtual
3D models. This means that data are visualized at the right
position to the right time point dependent on the current
data managed by the system.

The use of virtual twins provides two crucial advantages:
At first, important information of all processes is available in
real time at any time. Therefore, the users do not have to wait
for the data transmission and preparation, which is a

significant advantage especially for time-sensitive processes
or failures during the production. The other advantage of a
virtual twin is that all data along the process chain can be
displayed and evaluated in relation to a virtual 3D model of
the machine/process chain with a high-performance 3D
engine.

By using this engine, it is possible to significantly improve
the representation compared to a CAD representation and thus
to use new visualization techniques. This allows displaying
individual and contextual information without an installed
CAD system. This twin also enables real-time monitoring of
processes on machine tools, e.g., the force control of a com-
bined milling and burnishing process in one clamping situa-
tion [17] (see right side of Fig. 7). The individual presentation
of information also allows customizing the data representation
to the level of knowledge of the user. In this way, an experi-
enced employee receives information in another way than a
trainee. This increases the user experience of the system and
supports the acceptance of the virtual twin.

Experiments showed that virtual twins could also detect
contour deviations of work pieces by permanent process mon-
itoring of the machine tool in real time. Empirical tests showed
that shape deviations of up to 2 μm to a plane reference sur-
face were visible through the virtual twin [17]. The goal is to
take external measurements, for example, for quality assur-
ance, directly during the process and thus to save costs and
time by adjusting the process in real time. This can also be
used to identify possible tool wear at an early stage.

This digitalization technology enables more efficient
and sustainable production, staring from batch size one.
In addition, the use of new algorithms, for example, with
the help of artificial intelligence, improves the process
chains with every additional work piece. For example,
the virtual twin presented here can also serve as a starting
point of learning algorithms that make decisions on opti-
cally created data.

Fig. 7 Left—process simulation
of thermal deformation due to 3D
printing; right—virtual twin
based on real process data
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In the future, virtual twins can help to make the entire
production more sustainable, despite the increased com-
puting power required and thus the greater energy
consumption.

5 Summary

Sustainable machine tools target a high resource efficiency. A
methodology on digitalization for sustainable machine tools
and forming technologies was presented as an energy-
information model, describing the transformation of any
forms and types of energy, material, and information.
Generally, forming technologies have a higher material effi-
ciency in contrast to milling processes. Digitalization uses
information about the product and its properties, physical pro-
cess, and process control for a multicriteria optimization
resulting in an increased overall equipment effectiveness and
resource efficiency. The presented virtual twin and the colli-
sion avoidance system technology can help to reduce setup
times considerably. This offers the possibility to significantly
shorten the start of a production line and increases the OEE.
Thus, the developments and findings published in this paper
can significantly improve the efficiency and sustainability of
machine tools even before the first chip is removed. A smart
factory uses digitalization, manufacturing data management,
and self-learning methods for resource efficiency.
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